NOTICE

Name of the Company: M/s. Smartprix

Eligible Branches:


Eligibility Criteria:

- 60% throughout Academic Career (10th, 12th, B.Tech. till Semester 6)
- 60% throughout Academic Career (10th, 12th, Graduation, M.Tech. and MCA till last semester)
- NO Backlogs.

Salary Package:

- CTC we are offering 10 Lac (5 Lac +5 Lac ESOPS) and for Summer Internship Stipend is 20,000/Month.

Recruitment Procedure will be as follows:

- Complete hiring process is same for both final year full time placement and 3rd year internship profiles. So we would like to conduct the process all together for both on the same day.
- Hiring process is completely online.

Schedule for the Test and Interview.

Date: 17th August, 2017 (Thursday), Reporting Time: 09:00 AM

Last date for Registration: 06th August, 2017 at 02:30 PM
Final and 3rd Year Students can apply for the drive at the following links:

1. **Full Time Position (For Final Year Students) Registration Link:**
   
   https://goo.gl/forms/bkqSAyOcPlITRqht2

2. **INTERN POSITIONS (for 3rd year students) Registration Link:**

   https://goo.gl/forms/jgnibI4kZGANn91K3

Here you go for complete hiring process:

- Campus PPT - Through SKYPE Video Call Duration: 30 Minutes

- First Round:
  - Online MCQ Tests Duration: 1 hour
  - 30 Minutes Aptitude and 30 minutes technical test –
  - It has to be conducted all together for all (Final year and Pre-final year) the students at the same time.

- Shortlist

- Second round - Online Coding Round, Duration - 3 hours.

- Shortlist

- Third Round - SKYPE Technical Interview + Personal Interview

First and Second round we could conduct in a single day, but final SKYPE interviews we will conduct within 1-2 days depending upon team’s availability.

**A brief about the Company:**

Smartprix is one of India’s largest and rapidly growing comparison shopping platform with well over 20 million user visits per month on the website, with 12 million returning users. At Smartprix, savvy shoppers can instantly find and compare millions of unique products and services across various categories with 250+ online stores. Presently we are operating on multiple categories including Mobiles, Laptop, Electronics, Personal Appliances, Books, apparels, Fashion categories etc. Smartprix is platform where shoppers can compare different products to choose the best one according to their needs and finally buy them at the lowest price.
Job Description:

Skill Set:

- Solid foundation in computer science with strong competencies in Data Structures, Algorithms, Software Design and Problem Solving.
- Passionate with excellent coding skills who is able to convert design into code fluently and is a strong driver for results and continual improvement.

Extension of Skill Sets

- You should be a self-starter who have the competencies to be the technical leader for projects and teams from inception through to completion.
- You should consistently adapt to new circumstances, learn quickly when facing new problems or challenges and are open to change.
- You make it a point to listen to and act on feedback, and find it important to gain insight from errors. Moreover, a team player who places great value on meeting all team deadlines and deliverables.

JOB DESCRIPTION:

- Build large scale applications that are at the core of the functioning of the company, products that are used by a large percentage of the e-commerce customers.
- Full responsibility of the project starting from design specifications, writing efficient and maintainable code, unit tests, debug, fix and release to production.
- We are not focusing on a particular technology/skills. Student should have strong competencies in Data Structures, Algorithms, Software design and Problem solving. Student having pre-knowledge of JavaScript/Node.JS will be preferred.

(Dr. Hassan Irtaza)
Training & Placement Officer